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WE DIDN’T PLAYTEST 
THIS AT ALL

[ASI –0003]

players
2-10

game time
1-5 mins 

complexity
Low

interactivity
High

The We Didn’t Playtest This series is based on the concept of quick, light, silly fun. Games 
last on average a minute, and humor and chaos reign. Every one of the cards in each deck 
has its own unique flavor text, and presents a different random event that occurs. Players 
might face a rock, paper, scissors battle, or be attacked by zombies, or maybe win outright 
because they’re shorter than everyone else at the table! It is a game that can reach out to 
any age group (provided they are old enough to read), and enjoyed by both gamers and 
non-gamers alike. Simply put, if someone can have fun, they’ll enjoy this game. 

The Playtest series is a great curiousity buy due to its title, and frequently will spawn 
purchases amongst an entire group of friends after they play it.

ASMADI’S FLAGSHIP PARTY GAME.
THE GOAL IS SIMPLE: WIN!

STATS

$ 15
MSRP

SPECS:
size
5’’x3.875”x.75” 
weight
7 oz
case size 
24

The objective of the game is to win! If you lose, you have not won, and you are
in fact out of the game. If everyone but you loses, you win!

*Includes Chaos Pack
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WE DIDN’T PLAYTEST 
THIS EITHER

[ASI –0006]

ADDING BRAND NEW CARDS FOR
MAXIMUM PARTY GAME MADNESS

$ 15
MSRP

Many will enter, some will win. All will laugh.

players
2-10

game time
1-5 mins 

complexity
Low

interactivity
High

STATS

SPECS:
size
5’’x3.875”x.75” 
weight
7 oz
case size 
24

We Didn’t Playtest This Either is the second main deck of the Playtest series. Essentially 
a sister-deck to We Didn’t Playtest This At All, Playtest Either introduces 56 new cards to 
the Playtest universe. This deck can either be used in conjunction with the original Playtest 
deck, or as a standalone.

The Second Edition printing includes two additional mini-expansion packs, “Dice Are Fun!” 
and “Blue Cards”, adding 32 more cards to the deck for the same low price. Fans of the 
original Playtest often purchase Playtest Either to further expand their decks, for maximum 
gaming enjoyment (and insanity)!

*Includes Blue Cards and Dice Are Fun
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WE DIDN’T PLAYTEST 
THIS: LEGACIES

[ASI –0016]

BLANK CARDS OFFER PLAYERS VAST 
AMOUNTS OF PERSONALIZATION

$ 15
MSRP

Games are fleeting, Sharpies are forever.

The Playtest series returns, bringing 60+ more cards with a new twist: Playtest Legacies 
contains cards that require the player to personalize many titles or descriptions through the 
use of Sharpies. Legacies takes the Playtest brand to another level of player interaction, 
as each player’s deck will differ through their own customizing. 

Playtest: Legacies is Asmadi’s most successful Kickstarter project to date, reaching over 
500% of the original funding goal. Legacies is also the most highly rated Playtest expansion 
on Board Game Geek, currently. This deck can either be shuffled in with the original deck, or 
used as a standalone. 

players
2-10

game time
1-5 mins 

complexity
Low

interactivity
High

STATS

SPECS:
size
5’’x3.875”x.75 
weight
7 oz
case size 
24
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WE DIDN’T PLAYTEST 
THIS PASTED-ON THEME

[ASI –0017]

PLAYTEST: NOW WITH MORE 
SPACE, CAKE, AND SPACECAKE

$ 15
MSRP

Zombie apocalypse? Possible! Zombie dance party? ALSO POSSIBLE!

players
2-10

game time
1-5 mins 

complexity
Low

interactivity
High

STATS

SPECS:
size
5’’x3.875”x.75” 
weight
7 oz
case size 
24

We Didn’t Test This Pasted-On Theme At All is the latest expansion (and longest name) 
from Asmadi Games. Featuring a whopping 90 new cards, Themes adds a unique spin to 
the Playtest universe by including event cards with Zombies, Elves, Time Travel, and more! 
This is the first expansion to contain Thematic Event Conclusion cards for more player 
immersion. This expansion can either be combined with any of the other Playtest decks, or 
used standalone. 

Playtest: Themes was met with a successful Kickstarter campaign, raising over 300% of 
the funding goal in only five days. Playtest Themes continues to expand the Playtest 
franchise, purchased by repeat customers, and also introducing new players to the series. 
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EQUINOX
[ASI –0020]

players
2

game time
15-30 mins

complexity
Medium

interactivity
High

Equinox is a two player, abstract tile flipping game by Jason Boomer. Each player is 
represented by white tiles, or black tiles, playing two tiles per turn. Equinox is teachable in 
minutes, but requires complex strategy and critical thinking to master.  The goal is to use 
the tiles’ unique abilities to flip other tiles to your designated color, or acquire more bonus 
end game points. The player with the most points at the game’s conclusion will win.  As the 
game progresses, the tiles will fill the table in a beautiful mosaic of constellations -- each 
tile’s title is represented by a fictional group of stars.

Equinox was met with a successful Kickstarter, becoming fully funded in less than 48 
hours after launch. By the end of the campaign, Equinox had raised more than double it’s 
funding goal. Due to these successes, Asmadi Games was able to include glass beads for 
point chips in every copy, as well as an upscaled, full color, multi page instruction manual. 

Release Date: July 15 2014

EQUINOX WAS FULLY FUNDED 
ON KICKSTARTER IN LESS 

THAN 48 HOURS

STATS

$ 20
MSRP

SPECS:
size
5”x3”x3”
weight
1 lb
case size 
40

The two player strategy game of light vs. dark
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HEAT
[ASI –0025]

players
3-5

game time
15-30 mins

complexity
Medium

interactivity
High

Get in, get out, and take the cash home!  Heat is a quick 3-5 player heist game, where your 
goal is to steal more things than your fellow entrepreneurs, and at the same time avoid 
drawing too much heat from the authorities. Before every heist you’ll draft cards to form your 
plan, and then execute it.  Outmaneuver your opponents, and you’ll be well on your way to a 
suitcase full of cash! 

Heat was backed by over 500 people on Kickstarter in a short campaign in early 2014, 
and is designed by the creator of the award winning ‘Get Bit!’, Dave Chalker. It is easy to 
teach and can be played as a demo in a small space, keeping players engaged with its 
simultaneous turns mechanic.  It is in the class of games slightly more complicated than 
a microgame, and is a perfect step up from people who’ve been introduced to the hobby 
by things like Love Letter and Red7.

Release date: January 15, 2015

A HEIST GAME BY 
DAVE CHALKER, 

CREATOR OF GET BIT!

STATS

$ 16
MSRP

SPECS:
size
5”x7”x2”
weight
1 lb
case size 
12

Escape the scene of the crime with a fist full of loot
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MEOW
[ASI-0030]

Meow is the result of an Asmadi Games April Fools Day prank. It is a silly, fast, and 
simple bluffing game where you try to figure out if your opponents are Meows or Not 
Meows. Cards feature adorable Meow (kitty) and Not Meow (puppy, shark, etc...) art. 
Combined with its 30 second teaching time, this makes Meow a great demo game for 
any store.

Meow has been reviewed by literally dozens of cats, all of whom agree that it is Meow.

Release date: August 1, 2015

Are you a meow? Or a not meow?

A SILLY BLUFFING GAME YOU 
CAN PLAY WITH KIDS OR ADULTS! 

MEOW

$ 12
MSRP

players
2-9

game time
5 mins

complexity
Low

interactivity
High

STATS

SPECS:
size
5.625” x 4.125” x .75”

weight
6 oz
case size 
24
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ADORABLE 
PANDARING

[ASI –0031]

players
3-5

game time
15 mins

complexity
Low-Medium

interactivity
High

 In Adorable Pandaring, you have a very simple goal: have the most adorable pandas! 
The current Panda Law card will tell players which of their pandas is currently adorable, 
and various panda powers will let you trade, steal, hide, and reveal pandas to outwit your 
opponents. Adorable Pandaring is the latest in Asmadi Games’ small-box $12 line, and was 
met with great excitement at its premiere at PAX East, selling over a hundred copies in its 
beta format.

The game features adorable Panda art on every card, and has cute packaging that is sure to 
provide for a great shelf presence. The game is an easy demo, and provides for an attractive 
display of many cards on the table during play.

Release date: August 1, 2015

PANDAS ARE ADORABLE! 
AND WE’RE PANDERING TO 

YOU WITH THEM.

STATS

$ 12
MSRP

SPECS:
size
5.625” x 4.125” x .75”

weight
6 oz
case size 
24

Pandas are adorable! You want pandas, because you like adorable things.
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RED7
[ASI –0050]

players
2-4

game time
5-10 mins

complexity
Low/Medium

interactivity
High

Red7 is a 49 card, quick playing game by Carl Chudyk and Chris Cieslik. Cards are 
numbered from 1 to 7, and feature the seven colors of the rainbow (ROYGBIV). Each set 
of colors has the unique ability to change the game’s current rule set to make a player’s 
hand the current winner. The cards are labeled with unique iconography that allow the 
game to be color-blind friendly. Red7 is easy to teach, quick to learn, and fun for all skill 
levels of card game players. 

The pre-release short print run at GenCon in August of 2014 was sold out within hours, in 
addition to the immediate sales through the company’s website. The full print run is one of 
Asmadi Games most highly sought after products of the year.

Release Date: October 15 2014

THE HIGHEST CARD WINS. BUT 
WHEN THE RULES CHANGE, 
WILL YOU STILL BE ON TOP?

STATS

$ 12
MSRP

SPECS:
size
5.25”x3.75”x.75” 
weight
5 oz
case size 
24

You are playing Red. Highest card wins!

2-4 players

Ages 9+

Time

5-10  mins

2-4 players

Ages 9+

Time

5-10   mins

By Carl Chudyk & Chris Cieslik

2-4 players

Ages 9+

Time

5-10  mins 7 28028 34477 6

The rules of Red are simple: Have the highest card!

But Red is just one of seven games you’ll be playing. 
If you’re not winning the current game at the end of 
your turn, you’re out! Can you stay on top? An easily 
accessible game, with advanced rules available for 
experts. A hand takes only a couple of minutes!

ASI-0050

Designed by: 
Carl Chudyk & Chris Cieslik

Graphics by:
Alanna Cervenak

www.asmadigames.com

Made in the USA

COLOR REFERENCE GUIDE

RED

ORANGE

YELLOW

GREEN

BLUE

INDIGO

VIOLET

HIGHEST CARD WINS

MOST OF ONE NUMBER WINS

MOST OF ONE COLOR WINS

MOST EVEN CARDS WINS

MOST DIFFERENT COLORS WINS

MOST CARDS IN A ROW WINS

MOST CARDS BELOW 4 WINSLOW
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PENNY PRESS
[ASI –0060]

players
2-5

game time
30-60 mins

complexity
Medium

interactivity
High

Set during the tumultuous ‘yellow journalism’ years at the end of the 19th century, 
Penny Press has players taking on the roles of newspaper barons as they strive to 
become the dominant paper in old New York City. Featuring beautiful artwork from 
Mackenzie Schubert, this game has great shelf presence and is possibly our most 
attractive box to date!

Penny Press Kickstarted for over $60,000, after winning Cards Agaisnt Humanity’s 
2013 Tabletop Deathmatch, beating out hundreds of other entries.  Between its unique 
gameplay and top notch presentation, it is poised to be one of the hits of 2015.  Penny 
Press is easy to learn, and can be played in under an hour.

Release Date: March 15, 2015

WINNER OF THE 2013 
TABLETOP DEATHMATCH

STATS

$ 50
MSRP

SPECS:
size
12”x12”x3” 
weight
4 lb
case size 
4

Extra! Extra! Read all about it! 

Bonus

Advertisement

FirstPEditionCard

Stories

45/14

Newsboy Strike Saps Sales

ThousandsP ofP streetP childrenP haveP
donePwhatPadultsPcouldPnot—takenPonP
publishingPgiantsPHearstPandPPulitzer,P
andP wonzP LedP byP ‘KidP Blink,’P theP
charismaticPnewsiePwhoPisPblindPinPoneP
eye,P theP newsboyP strikesP andP ralliesP
haveP crippledP newspaperP distribution,P

+2

A C B

Bonus

Advertisement

FirstMEditionCard

Stories

45/1

ThisM cowardlyM actM ofM destruction,M
broughtM uponM theM USSM MaineM asM itM
protectedM U.S.M interestsM duringM theM
CubanMstruggleMforM independence,MhasM
unitedM ourM country—NorthM andM
South,MwhiteMandMblack—againstMSpain.

Remember the Maine,
To HELL with Spain!+3

B D
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players
1-2

game time
30 mins

complexity
Medium

interactivity
Medium

One Deck Dungeon is a roguelike game in a small box. Choose a hero, and a dungeon to  
delve into, and setup is done! The game is very easy to learn, features intuitive dice 
mechanics and is attractive on a demo table.  While the game only supports 1-2 players, 
you can combine two sets to have a four player dungeon delve.

Currently, the game is funding on Kickstarter, but contains no Kickstarter exclusives that 
are poison to selling the game after the campaign ends. Every copy will contain every 
stretch goal, and be 100% of the game that customers want. It has generated much 
excitement over the all-female, realistically-clad cast of heroes, something that is quite 
unique in the tabletop realm.

ALL THE EXCITEMENT OF A 
ROGUE-LIKE DUNGEON CRAWL 

IN ONE DECK OF CARDS!

STATS

SPECS:
size
5.5” x 4” x 1.4”

weight
10 oz
case size 
12

Release date: September, 2016

[ASI-0080]

$ 25
MSRP

ONE DECK 
DUNGEON
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IMPULSE
[ASI –0110]

players
2-6

game time
30-60 mins

complexity
High

interactivity
High

Impulse is an intergalactic research and conquest card game by the designer of Innovation 
and Glory to Rome, Carl Chudyk. It contains 110 cards to help you explore, expand, 
exploit, and exterminate your way to victory. Using each card’s unique ability, command 
your ships to break into enemy territory, reinforce your own base, or mine valuable 
resources as you race to score twenty Space Prestige points before your competition 
does. Impulse is a quick to learn, fun to play game for up to six players, who can play 
individually, or in teams for even more strategizing.

The pre-release beta edition of 2013 was met with high acclaim from fans and critics 
alike, and the full edition to be released in July 2014 is one of the most anticipated Asmadi 
Games releases of the year.  

Release Date: July 15 2014

WITH AN EVER-CHANGING PLAY GRID, 
NO TWO GAMES ARE IDENTICAL. 

STATS

$ 30
MSRP

SPECS:
size
8”x5”x1.375” 
weight
1lb
case size 
6

To boldly go where no card game has gone before!

RESEARCH

Research two size  1  cards from the deck.1

EXECUTE

Execute one size 2  card from your hand 
OR Execute one of your Techs.

2

TRADE

Trade 1 Y    card from your hand.1 B
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players
2-5

game time
15-30 mins

complexity
High

interactivity
High

Mottainai refines and transforms the core gameplay of the out of print Glory to Rome, 
and takes players on a journey to a buddhist temple to create various works of art.  Each 
of the cards in Mottainai is unique, featuring beautiful watercolor illustrations of the 
works. Every one has a special ability, which in typical Chudyk fashion can and will need 
to be combined cleverly with other cards to outwit your opponents. Mottainai had a huge 
Kickstarter campaign with over 2500 backers, and has created an enormous amount of 
buzz from fans.

The Mottainai Deluxe edition comes with two decks, enough to play with up to 5 players. 
It also has larger reference cards, and the set is designed to support two side-by-side 2-3 
player games.

Release date: August 15, 2015

HEIR TO THE GLORY TO ROME 
THRONE, CARL CHUDYK’S 

LATEST MASTERPIECE

STATS

SPECS:
size
8.2” x 5.2” x 1.375”

weight
13 oz
case size 
6

Mottainai (もったいない) -- Don’t waste, use everything: every little thing has a soul.

MOTTAINAI
DELUXE

[ASI-0120]

$ 25
MSRP
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players
2-4

game time
30-60 mins

complexity
Medium

interactivity
High

Innovation Third Edition is a new packaging for the base set of Innovation. It features all-
new card illustrations, graphical design, and game balance updates. It comes in a smaller 
packaging and a lower price point ($20, from $25), now matching the size of Asmadi’s 
other small-box games (Red7, Mottainai Mini, etc).

Innovation is a civilization-building card game by the designer of Glory to Rome, Carl
Chudyk. It contains 105 cards organized into 10 progressing ages, each representing
a different idea, technology, or innovation throughout history. Every card has a unique
ability, leading to interesting combos, interactions, and diversified play experiences
across multiple games. It is built on simple base mechanics, with the complexity deriving
from the wide variety of game text on the cards. It won the 2010 Golden Geek Award for 
Best Card Game, awarded by BoardGameGeek.
 Third Edition versions of Innovation’s expansions will follow in 2016 and 2017.

A BRAND NEW LOOK FOR 
THE BGG 2010 CARD GAME 

OF THE YEAR

STATS

SPECS:
size
5.625” x 4.125” x .75”

weight
9.5 oz
case size 
24

CLOTHING
Meld a card from your hand of a 
different color from any card on 
your board.

Draw and score a      for each color 
present on your board not present 
on any opponent’s board.

1

1

A crowd favorite and beloved game of strategy through the ages.

INNOVATION
THIRD EDITION

[ASI-0150]

$ 20
MSRP


